
ENGLISH    GRADE  6     ACTIVITIES  WEEK  12 

COMPREHENSION        Read the questions first, then the passage. 

• Answer in complete sentences. 

• Look at the question words and mark allocation as a guide to answer the 

questions. 

• Highlight important words in the questions and passage. 

 

Questions:                                                                                    Total  ( 20 ) 

1. Use a dictionary and find suitable definitions for the words in the 

passage.                                                                                                             (  3 ) 

Explore   

Disappeared   

Evidence   

                                                                                                  

2. What type of technology is mentioned in this story? __________________(1) 

3. Describe the future in the year 10 000?_____________________________ (2) 

4. Name the two groups of people that The Time Traveller meets in the year 

8000. _____________________________________________________(2) 

5. List two characteristics for each group of people? (2) 

6. Why did The Time Travellers' friends not believe in a fourth dimension? (2) 

7. Who became friends with The Time Traveller? ______________(1) 

8. What do you think happened to The Time Traveller, because he never 

returned with the evidence to show his friends? (2) 

Language: 

9. Find a synonym, from the listed paragraph, for each word below: (3) 

a) construction –                            paragraph 2 

b) scared –                                       paragraph 4 

c) proof –                                          paragraph 9 

 

10. Find an antonym, from the listed paragraph, for each word below: (2) 

a) enemy –                                    paragraph 5 

b) started –                                  paragraph 3 

 



                      THE      TIME       MACHINE  

 

1 .The Time Traveller is a British gentleman, living in the 19th century, who 

builds a time machine. 

2. At the beginning of the story he is having dinner with friends. He explains 

his theory, that time is the fourth dimension. His friends argue that this 

cannot be true because you cannot move through time like you can move 

through space. The Time Traveller tells his friends that he is busy building a 

time machine and that he will have evidence of time travel within a week. His 

friends don’t believe him, but agree to meet for dinner again the following 

Thursday. 

3. When his friends arrive the next Thursday, The Time Traveller greets them 

with an amazing story. He tells them that he finished his time machine that 

morning, and set off for the future. At first, all he noticed was how fast the 

machine was going, but after a while, he was able to look at what was 

happening around him. He stopped the machine in the year 8000 and got out 

to explore. 

4 The Time Traveller met two groups of people, the Eloi, who live above 

ground, but are afraid of the night and live in fear of the other, and the 

Morlocks, who live in caves below the surface of the Earth and seem to hunt 

the Eloi. 

5 The Time Traveller met an Eloi called Seena, who became his friend. The 

Morlocks tried to steal his time machine, but he managed to escape by 

pulling a lever. His time machine took him even further into the future, to the 

year 10 000. When he got out, he discovered that there was no civilisation left 

and Earth seemed to be dying. He was saddened by this and got back into his 

time machine and went home. 

6 His friends listen to his story, but do not believe him, so he gets into his 

time machine, intending to bring back some evidence, but he disappears, 

never to return. 

                                                     Taken from The Time Machine, by H.G Wells 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    LANGUAGE   REVISION                                                               TOTAL    25   

PAST TENSE PAST PERFECT TENSE          7 

1. They played a game at school. They had played a game at school 

2. She ate all her food.  

3 We  wrote many stories.  

4. She fell off the chair.  

5. The  thief  stole the  money .  

6. The children sang  songs  

7. Thabo  went  to  the new school .  

           

Now  see  if  you  can  IDENTIFY  ALL  THE  TENSES we learnt !!!!!!!!!!!         8                                                          

 SENTENCE  TENSE                           

 I will be  riding   my  bike .  

The  bird had  flown over  the  roof .   

We  were  watching  movies .  

The  girl  blew  the  whistle .  

I  am  reading  my  library book   

The  workers  paint  the  house .  

I  will  study  hard  for the  test .  

Lettie  had  eaten  all  the  pies .  

 

Rewrite the sentences and underline the   ADJECTIVES  .   5 

1. The cold, stormy  weather set in. 

2. The strong wind blew and the heavy rain came down. 

3. The TV news predicted a gentle breeze along the coast. 

4. It was an unusual , strange afternoon for Paul. 

5. The  interesting story my uncle told was fascinating. 

 

REWRITE  THE  SENTENCES  USING   THESE  CONJUNCTIONS     5 

    as , but, or, then, yet, however, because, which, since, so, etc. 

 

  1.  You  tried  hard  . you  failed  the  test . 

  2. He might like it,  I don’t. 

  3. I went to the cinema  I like watching movies. 

  4.  That is  the  red   pen  I  use  all the  time  to mark. 

  5. You  are  going for  break .  you  finished  all your  work.  



         WRITING A CHARACTER SKETCH                                             15 lines  

  CHOOSE  YOUR  FAVOURITE  CHARACTER YOU  READ ABOUT  IN  

ANY  STORY  

• Use adjectives (describing words) when writing a character sketch. 

• A character sketch/analysis is about a person in the story. 

• Each character will display his/her, unique qualities. 

• These qualities describe the character. 

• Remember to write in full sentences. 

 * Use  as  many  adjectives, similes , alliterations , metaphors  to  describe . 
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Rubric           20  

1.Relevant  information. 5  

2.Use  of  adjectives, similes etc 5  

3.Sentence  construction 4  



                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rewrite the sentences and underline the adjective. 

1. The cold weather set in. 

2. The strong wind blew and the heavy rain came down. 

3. The TV news predicted a gentle breeze along the coast. 

4. It was an unusual afternoon for Paul. 

5. The story my uncle told was fascinating. 

CONJUNCTIONS 

Conjunctions are words such as and, but, or, then, yet, however, because, 

which, since, so, etc. 

∗ They join a group of words or sentences together. 

∗ For example: I have a brown bag and a blue bag. 

∗ He might like it, but I don’t. 

∗ I went to the cinema as I like watching movies. 

 

4.Spelling   6  



 

 


